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  Sit-Dry  Cushion 

                                                                                  because dignity matters….        

    The Sit-Dry  Cushion 
 People in our care for want to retain a normal sense of modesty. They like us  feel embarrassment, and 

 therefore we should make every effort to provide them with as much dignity as possible. That’s why 

 we have come up with a decorative, practical and economical solution for this constant problem.                                 

 Yet another RRS simple solutions.... 

 Waterproof or vinyl upholstery is only part of the solution to the problem of ‘Smelly Chairs’. Urine can 

 leak into chairs through seams and collect in those difficult areas. Even with open sided chairs the      

 problem still exists, as well as the additional problem of leakage onto the carpet (unless of course you 

 already use our best selling Wacmat )! 

 Our unique Sit-Dry   gives maximum protection — this is down to the three layer component system: 

 

 

 

 

 

 Unlike other products designed for the same task, the Sit-Dry  has the important advantage of having 

 the appearance of a normal comfortable welcoming chair cushion. Its purpose is therefore concealed, 

 giving residents some well deserved dignity and pride. 

Our Sit-Dry  Cushions are all Flame 

Retardant, fully washable and 

measure 18”x 18”excluding trims 
 

   Plain-Edge   £25.95 
 

   Oxford Trim   £34.95 
 

   Frilled Trim   £34.95 

Which  
chair  

would  
you  
rather 

 sit on? 
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    The outer cover provides an attractive homely appearance 

    Inside, the super absorbent pad 

    A waterproof casing to ensure that liquids cannot escape onto the chairs 
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Simple Solutions…… 
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 Sit-Dry   continued... 
 

 Plain — No trim, but sewn around the edge for a neater appearance 

 Oxford — A flat trim mitred in the corners 

 Frilled — A double ironed short frill 

Carriage  -  £7.50 for orders under £80.00. A surcharge of £15.00 will be applicable to all deliveries for the 

Scottish Highlands and outside the UK. 

All Prices Exclude VAT 

 

Douglas Amber Douglas Corn 

Douglas Ocean 

Douglas Olive Douglas Spring 

Douglas Mocha 

Douglas Amethyst 

Douglas Mint Douglas Lilac 

Douglas Crimson Douglas Amber Douglas Duckegg 

Douglas Spa 

 

All the elements of the 

 cushions are Flame Retardant  

to crib 5 standards and are  

machine washable. 

Available in all 13  

fashionable colours. 
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Have a look at some of our fabric suppliers websites to find inspiration —       www.ashforrdcontract.com 

 
          www.panaz.co.uk         www.smdcontract.co.uk               www.edmundbell.com 

 
                 www.skoposdesignltd.com                                      www.domusfabrics.com 

 Fabrics 
 The prices on the front cover are for the 13 different fabrics above for Sit-Dry   Cushions, but, if you are 

thinking of having a new interior scheme with Drapes, Upholstery, Bedcovers or Sit-Dry   cushions,  then we 

also have a wide range of high performance contract fabrics in a variety of colours and patterns at the right 

price. We also supply a huge range of metal and wooden poles and tracks along with all the accessories to     

finish off your design. Why not give us a call and we can supply you with fabric samples and prices, we are very           

competitive and you might just be surprised at the price!   
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